Make a Rainbow Magic mobile

Cut out the fairies and their magical shapes and let them fly! You only need one fairy to start your mobile. Then you can add more fairies as you collect them.

You will need:
- Fairy and her magical shapes (stars, flowers, bubbles, etc)
- Pipe cleaners
- Cotton thread
- PVA glue or glue stick

Tip: Rainbow-coloured pipe cleaners and cotton look especially pretty!

1. Cut out your fairy and her magical shapes. Ask an adult to help.

2. Use a pencil point to make the holes where shown. Ask an adult to help.

3. Cut a 15 cm length of cotton and thread it through the hole at the top of your fairy. Glue the end of the cotton in place behind the fairy.

4. Cut a 20 cm length of cotton. Thread it through the holes in the fairies magical shapes so that they hang in a row. Glue the end of the cotton in place behind the bottom shape.

5. Twist the pipe cleaner to make a loop in the middle.

6. Tie the fairy to one end of the pipe cleaner. Then tie the magical shapes to the other end of the pipe cleaner.

7. Use the loop to hang your mobile.

FAIRY 1
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To add your second fairy, follow instructions 1-4 as for Fairy 1 and then follow these extra steps below.

Follow instructions 1-4 as for Fairy 1.

5. Thread another pipe cleaner through the loop of the first one. Twist in the middle to hold in place.

6. Tie Fairy 2 to one end of the second pipe cleaner and tie her magical shapes to the other end.
To add your third fairy, follow instructions 1-4 as for Fairy 1 and then follow these extra steps below.

5. Thread a third pipe cleaner through the loop. Twist in the middle to hold in place.

6. Tie Fairy 3 to one end of the third pipe cleaner and tie her magical shapes to the other end.
To add your fourth fairy, follow instructions 1-4 as for Fairy 1 and then follow these extra steps below.

Follow instructions 1-4 as for Fairy 1.

5. Cut a 60 cm length of cotton and fold in half. Tie the cotton to the pipe cleaners at the loop. The doubled-up cotton should hang down the middle.

6. Thread the cotton through the holes in Fairy 4 and in her magical shapes. Leave 10 cm at the bottom for your next fairy.

7. Use a dab of glue on the back of the Fairy 4 and each of her magical shapes in order to hold the cotton in place.
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To add your fifth fairy, follow instructions 1-4 as for Fairy 1 and then follow these extra steps below.

Follow instructions 1-4 as for Fairy 1.

5. Tie the extra cotton hanging from Fairy 4 to the middle of a new pipe cleaner. Twist the pipe cleaner to make a loop in the middle.

6. Tie Fairy 5 to one end of the pipe cleaner and tie her magical shapes to the other end.
To add your sixth fairy, follow instructions 1-4 as for Fairy 1 and then follow these extra steps below.

**Follow instructions 1-4 as for Fairy 1.**

5. Thread a pipe cleaner through the bottom loop. Twist in the middle to hold in place.

6. Tie Fairy 6 to one end of the pipe cleaner and tie her magical shapes to the other end.
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FAIRY 7

To add your seventh fairy, follow instructions 1-4 as for Fairy 1 and then follow these extra steps below.

Follow instructions 1-4 as for Fairy 1.

5. Cut a 35 cm length of cotton. Thread the cotton through the holes in Fairy 7 and in her magical shapes.

6. Glue the cotton in place at the back.

7. Tie the top of the cotton to the bottom loop made by the pipe cleaners.

Your Rainbow Magic mobile is complete! Hang it in your room and watch your fairies fly.